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REJUVENATE TO FEEL YOUR BEST.
The ZeroG® 5.0 massage chair provides a remarkable full-body massage using Human Touch
Technology® specifically designed to enhance the way you feel. The Smart 3D FlexGlide® massage
engine simulates the expert techniques of massage professionals to help restore your body and leave
you relaxed and ready to live life to its fullest. Take a seat, recline to zero-gravity, and simply point to
where you need relief on the revolutionary BodyMap PRO® remote. Enjoy an impressive selection of
features bundled into the most modern massage chair designed for any luxury living space.
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massage in
zero-gravity
SMART 3D MASSAGE ENGINE

BODYMAP PRO®

3D FlexGlide delivers a stress reducing
experience and back pain relief like never before.
Free from the pinching and friction associated
with typical massage chairs, every contour of
your body is therapeutically touched by the
unparalleled flexibility and seamless glide of our
patent pending orbital massage technology.

Simply point to where you need relief on
the BodyMap PRO remote control for the
right solution. The ZeroG 5.0 will deliver a
targeted massage to specific areas as well
as a full-body massage.

CUSTOM MASSAGE & COMFORT

GO TO ZERO®

Manually set your preferred massage programs to your desired intensity
with the easy-to-use remote. Enjoy the foot, seat, and heated back
massage all at once or independently – you choose! Includes adjustable
softening pads for added comfort in the shoulder and lumbar regions.

One-step press and hold moves the ZeroG 5.0 into the zero-gravity
position, the physician recommended neutral-posture position that
relieves pressure on the spine at any recline angle.
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lumbar heat

LUMBAR HEAT

Using warm air patented technology,
two lumbar heat modules gently envelope your
back, soothing tight muscles and relieving pain.
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fully encompassing foot & calf Massager
LUMBAR HEAT

Figure-Eight® Technology

The fully encompassing foot-and-calf
massager is designed for a therapeutic massage
complete with vibration and proprietary FigureEight® Technology that helps push the blood flow in
an upward motion to improve circulation. Under-foot
rollers provide a reflexology massage while the footand-calf massager extends to your desired position,
and also rotates to a traditional ottoman. To help
keep your foot massager clean, simply remove the
Leg extension

washable Easy Sleeves®.
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AUTO-PROGRAMS designed by
our Wellness Council

CUSTOMIZE MASSAGE
to your body height

MASSAGE TECHNIQUES
Customize your massage experience

3D MASSAGE INTENSITY
Adjust shoulders and low back massage

Take control with
the revolutionary

ZeroG 5.0

PATENTED WARM AIR
soothes back muscles
SEAT air-massage

MASSAGE IN ZERO-GRAVITY
the healthiest way to sit
POSTURE CONTROL
Adjust your desired seating position

FOOT Vibration
BODYMAP PRO®
Exclusive targeted massage

SIX MASSAGE MODES
dedicated to relieve
foot and calf muscles
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COLOR OPTIONS:

Black

Bone

Espresso

PART NUMBERS:
Black So-fHyde
Espresso So-fHyde

100-ZG50-002

Bone So-fHyde

100-ZG50-003

100-ZG50-001

SPECIFICATIONS:
Chair Reclined Dimensions: 66”L x 28”W x 32”H
Chair Upright Dimensions: 44”L x 28”W x 42”H
Seat Width:

21”

Product Weight:

160 lbs.

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural
3-Years Parts
1-Year In-Home Service

Human Touch®, LLC
3030 Walnut Ave., Long Beach, CA 90807, USA (800) 742-5493
©2015 Human Touch®, LLC. Human Touch®, feel better®, Figure-Eight® Technology, Human Touch
Technology®, ZeroG®, and Go to Zero® and associated other trademarks are registered trademarks of Human
Touch®, LLC. So-fHyde is a leather-like polyurethane material that does not include any animal hide or leather.
No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. Specifications are subject to change.

humantouch.com
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